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Celebrating the first Synoptic Arctic Survey

Woods Hole 7. June 2023 – WHOI. 

«I am best suited to work with systematic observations and to make some sense of them.»
H. U. Sverdrup [quotation from Munk, 2000] 



• SAS accomplishments

• Scientific progress

• Tipping Points

• Synergies ICARP/IPY 2032-33

• Aspiring polar scientists*

• New infrastructure*

Motiavtions for SAS→2030

2027



Réception du Dr. F. Nansen 

dans la Grande Salle des 

Fétes du Trocadéro, le 

Vendredi 26 Mars 

1897. Paris: Sociéte de 

Géographie, 1897.



2020-2022:

15 cruises

12 nations

Data

Networks

Collaboration

Aug-Sep 2021

Aug-Sep 2021

Aug-Sep 2021

May-June 2022

Aug-Sep 2021Aug-Sep 2021

Sep-Oct 2020-21

Sep-Oct 2020-21

Aug-Sep 2020-21

Aug-Sep 2022

Aug-Sep 2021

• Most cruises completed, missing only US 2022

SAS accomplishments



[The Arctic is still hot!]



Left: ECCOv4r3 (left, averaged over 2 × 2 grids). Right: ASTE_R1 (right, averaged over 6 × 6 grids). The color scale 

shows temperature at the same depth from the two solutions. Vector arrows are grouped into speed ranges of [0–1.5] 

cm/s (gray) and [1.5–5] cm/s (black), with the vector length scales provided. 

Mean circulation in the Arctic at depth 250 m during 2002–2015  

Scientific progress

Nguyen et al., 21



Stenseth et al_2020 (PNAS)

 Salinity 

→Seasonal 
distribution

Despite progress: Arctic Ocean data gap

Temp. →



Tipping points in the Arctic Ocean

Sumata et al., 23



Building the arctic science community 

Geneva, Switzerland 2015



Synergies with international initiatives (IPY2032/3)



A string of SAS papers?



A major conference?



Lessons learned and ways foreward

(1) The Arctic Beehive – numerous organizations and initiatives, still critical to work close with

major international organizations like IASC and WMO etc.

• Still tricky. Who’s responsible for what? Where to store data, access data?

(2) The Value of Baselines. ‘Baselines’ are incredibly important both for past datasets (for

comparison), for present understanding and for future studies (and site/cruise selections).

• Making the SAS ‘baselines’ are still work in progress.

(3) Broaden the scope. Time is ripe to broaden the disciplinary scope. We started off with three

thematic areas – physical oceanography, marine ecosystems and carbon cycle and acidification –

now more can be included.

• Modelling, eDNA, fish, freshwater run-off from land and ice, modelling and Argo’, AUV’

(4) Data revolution. Despite a data revolution with autonomous data measurements, empirical

data will still be very very important. And many of them cannot be collected in any other way.

(5) Community. The Arctic Science Community is a friendly place where international

collaboration is the true cog in the machinery. It is our responsibility to carry that tradition on.



→What is it? What will it be?

I) SAS is a bottom-up, researcher driven,

initiative having secured the collection of

empirical data from the Arctic ocean in 2020-

2022 by the means of research vessels.

II) THE GOAL is to generate a comprehensive

dataset that allow for an improved

characterization of the Arctic Ocean including its

(i) physical oceanography, (ii) marine ecosystems

and (iii) carbon cycle and acidification.

III) THE SAS DATASET will provide unique

baselines, which will allow us to track climate

change and its impacts as they unfold in the

Arctic.



New political premises for Arctic research

→New (2020-22) set of policy

documents

→For good reasons, but they

come with a prize

→They will impact int. projects

in ways hard to foresee

→Initiatives like YOPP, SAS

and MOSAIC are complex

bodies with many nationalities.

Tackeling R&I 
foreign interference

«Today’s allies or friends can quickly be 
perceived as tomorrow’s threats.» 



Upcoming SAS meetings

Town Hall Meeting: The 

International Synoptic Arctic Survey 

(SAS) Program – Accomplishments 

to Date and Planning for SAS2030

has been submitted to the 2024 

Ocean Sciences Meeting.



Towards the Second Synoptic Arctic Survey –

SAS→2030

→Continue to build the Arctic Research Community

→Utilize the impressive amount of data collected

→Connect with the modelling community

→The SAS SSC needs to strengthened and expanded

→Connect with the new International Polar Year initiative

https://synopticarcticsurvey.w.uib.no

T h a n k s

https://synopticarcticsurvey.w.uib.no/
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